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Abstract: The Tsukuba College of Technology (TCT) homepage has been

created in 1995 as one of the earliest website in Tsukuba Science City. As

the World Wide Web (WWW) publishing is getting popular in recent years,

it is increasingly important to edit, renew and maintain the contents. This

paper presents a brief outline of the TCT's homepage.
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1. Introduction

The Internet technology brought the WWW in the early 1990s, and this e (lectronic)-

publishing or so-called "homepage" explosively becomes popular. The CPR (Committee

for Public Relations) of TCT is responsible for editing TCT's homepage. The

GUIDELINE for the WWW publishing of TCT is determined in 1997, and its 2nd version

is established in December 2000. In this Guideline precisely fixed were the CPR's role

in the WWW publishing. Furthermore, the "Law Concerning Access to Information Held

by Administrative Organs" (http://www.soumu.go.jp/gyoukan/kanri/a06.html), established

in 1999, drives the disclosure of administrative documents using http protocol, and is

also expanded the homepage's role.

2. History

The TCT Home page was created in March 1995, as one of the earliest websites

of the institutions in the Tsukuba Science City (Figure 1). The first edition was created

by one of the authors (Watanabe) as an experimental site, following the LAN

experiment in Visual Impairment Division by M. Kawahara in 1994. The TCT

experimental homepage soon was widely recognized as the official one. For the edition

and publication of the homepage, the CPR was born in October 1998, and its working

group (CPR-WG) was organized in 2000 for editing and maintaining the contents. As

TCT's two divisions, with its departments and centers, are taking care of their own

web contents, CPR and the WG are responsible for the "general" introduction of

education/research and administrative activities of TCT as a whole.

3. Present Status

(1) The structure of the homepage

As the most contents are prepared basically in Japanese as a full version (Figure

1, 2, 3, 4 and 8), also provided is a English (basic) version (Figure 5, 6 and 7), and

the bilingual publishing is likely to be continued for the international use of the
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Figure 1. TCT top page edited by CPR-WG.

http://www.tsukuba-tech.ac.jp/

Figure 2. 360° Campus tour.

Figure 3. Monthly News published by admini

stration of general affairs.
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Figure 4. "Paper Car Race 2003". One of

the TCT's international activities.
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♦Electronics Engineering

Wiat is Electronics Engineering?

Bectronics is one ofttie building blocks of our modem

society. Particular^computers, electronic appliances and

equipments will groui, and both information technologies

and systems using the htemet and multimedia are

expected to change our life.

The Bectronics Engineering Course offers variety of

classes to develop engineers who play an important role

n various felds related to electronics.

*W&:&*
Cours e Programs

First year students learn the basics of how to u:

computers and the mechanism of computers at.
undertaking practical subjects such as circuits, programming, digital technology and networks

ri the third year, the course is divided into the hforrrstion Communication Course (ICC) and the

Measurement and Systems Control Course (MSC). in which students study advanced information
communication technologies and electronic measurement and control technologies in the laboratory and

through lectures. These courses enable students to have suffcient know ledge, skills and techniques to be

n dependent as electronics engineers.

Employment Opportunities

Computers and other electronic equipment are now used in every comer of society. Course graduates will

Ind job opportunities in major home electric appliances manufecturers. electronic equipment
manufacturers, carmakers, computer manufacturers, information communication equipment, electronic

rt struments. precision equipment, information service industries and many other trades. R & D, design,

manufacturing, and the development and management of in-house information systems are jobs suited to

;ore Subiects

Bectronic Circuits, Bectromagnetism, Production to Computer Science, applied

)r Mcrocomputer Engineenng. Programming Language II, Field Study and Training in

Bectronics (internship,)

Computer Systems, Computer Systems Lab . production to Computer Network. Computer

Network Lab Introduction to Heanng Technology. Bectronic Equipments. Semiconductor

Engineenng. Thesis Work, Seminar on Bectronics, Digital Control Sjrstems, Digital Control
d i«sr Netulori< ^b htrodudionto Heanng Technology.
ng^Br ;gngjneeringi Thesis Wtork, Seminar on Bectronic

Systems Lab , Bectronic Instrumentation, Bectronic Instrumentation Lab

±f

Figure 5. TCT Top page (English). Figure 6. What are the departments, job

opportunities, and course plans?

Tsukuba College of Technology

The Amakubo Campus hasthefacilities, eqiipments and utilities that

inmanyways sipport deaf studerts wtiile they are studying in the classroom,

cpe rati ng machine tod s i n the workshop, or pi aying basketball i n the

gymnasium. Several examles are presented here.

(1) Visual Transparency

CD C #rn w\i nk-^f^r' T

The campus location

^though,the TCT amakubo campus is located

h the heart of Tsukuba Science Oty. it still

provides natural scenery such as rice feld, wood

orthe Mt. Tsukuba off in the distance.

Off the driveway

Main walkway between buildings in the

campus is separated with steps torn

driveway, keeping people torn possible

trafic acadents.

Figure 7. Facilities, equipments,

support deaf students.

ideas to Figure 8. The TCT web gallery. Potteries

in traditional style.
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website. The more the amount of contents are getting, the more human and financial

resources of CPR-WG. will be required.

(2) The contents

Most of the homepage contents consist of text with pictures or photos. Typical

examples are Figure 6 and 7. Text as well as titles should be concise and plain, and

also the pictures/photos should be suitable for the text. As the style is new to most of

us, it needs time for everyone to create informative and attractive contents.

4. Future

In contrast to traditional publishing, web contents need constant maintenance and

upgrade. Furthermore, much more information will be necessary on the web. Because

of these trends an independent office may be required for public relations, for instance,

in TCT, as more and more human resources will be needed for the task.

As the WWW system becomes popular, the readers are with wide range of ages,

occupations, or interests. The information that web provides should be suitable for the

needs of various readers, and that the activities of the public relations should match.

The ideas may be characterized with the following keywords, such as "reliable",

"plain", "interactive", "quick", "transparent", "straightforward", and/or "attractive"- • •.

Some will be a real challenge, partly because of the "indirectness" seems to be the

basic values in Japanese language.
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